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7_A6_8F_EF_BC_88T_c81_118275.htm mountaineers have noted

that as they climb, for example, up to the 12,633-foot humphreys

peak in the san francisco peaks in arizona, plant life changes

radically. starting among the cacti of the sonoran desert, one climbs

into a pine forest at 7,000 feet and a treeless alpine tundra at the

summit. it may seem that plants at a given altitude are associated in

what can be called “communities”  groupings of interacting

species. the idea is that over time, plants that require particular

climate and soil conditions come to live in the same places, and

hence are frequently to be found together. scientists who study the

history of plant life are known as paleobotanists, or paleobots for

short. they build up a picture of how groups of plants have

responded to climate changes and how ecosystems develop. but are

these associations, which are real in the present, permanent? a great

natural experiment took place on this planet between 25,000 and

10,000 years ago, when small changes in the earth’s orbit and axis

of rotation caused great sheets of ice to spread from the poles. these

glaciers covered much of north america and europe to depths of up

to two miles, and then, as the climate warmed, they retreated. during

this retreat, they left behind newly uncovered land for living things to

colonize, and as those living things moved in they laid down a record

we can read now. as the ice retreated and plants started to grow near

a lake, they would release pollen. some would fall into the lake, sink



to the bottom, and be incorporated into the sediment. by drilling

into the lake bottom it is possible to read the record of successive

plant life around the lake. the fossil record seems clear. there is little

or no evidence that entire groups of plants moved north together.

things that lived together in the past don’t live together now, and

things that live together now didn’t live together in the past. each

individual organism moved at its own pace. the fossil record seems to

be tellineuver  to respond to environmental changes. 1. what is the

passage mainly about? (a) the effects of the ice age on plants (b) plant

migration after the ice age (c) the need to develop a new approach to

environmental issues (d) communities of plants live at different

altitudes 2. the word “radically” in line 2 is closest in meaning to

(a) variably (b) demonstrably (c) quickly (d) dramatically 3. the

author mentions “cacti” in line 3 and a ”treeless alpine tundra”

in line 4 to illustrate (a) changes in climate (b) the effects of the ice

age (c) communities of plants (d) plant migration 100Test 下载频道
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